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THIS ENTIRE SCOPE OF WORK FALLS UNDER SOURCE TYPE 6265 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 
In general, Automated Vehicle Location (A VL) alone enables tracking of vehicle positions, but when combined with 
equipment sensors and an on-board monitor with user interface, A VL becomes are very innovative way to reduce operation 
costs. This project will equip 45 tractors with A VL systems, develop an in-cab display map, create an automated reporting 
system for mowing operators and supervisors, and develop a framework for the exchange of data from the external server to 
State enterprise infrastructure. 

Implementing A VL and utilizing the data internally will increase State's productivity, allows State to meet quality and 
environmental standards, and at the same time, improves our level of service to the public. Specific benefits include: 

A VL develops efficiencies in route optimization, response to incidents, and reduces in paperwork and redundancy. 
Instead of tracking daily operations using hand-written forms and/or spreadsheets in the office, AVL data combined 
with touch screen monitors and user input, allows for automated reporting. 
Knowing exactly where, exactly when and how much will also improve safety due to better road conditions and safer 
roadside field conditions. 
Installing on-board touch screen monitors and training operators on how to track & notify managers of business 
operations, will create better operator compliance with state/federal regulations and increase ownership and 
accountability. 
Mowing around weed patches instead of spreading the weeds, will reduce the use of herbicides thereby reducing 
operation cost. It is predicted that herbicide use will be cut in half, and will save State anywhere from $100-$150K per 
year. This project is a one-year Return on Investment. 

PROJECT GOALS 
Under this contract, Contractor will: 
1. Work with the current vendor to develop the in-vehicle tracking map with in-screen controls. 
2. Work with MniT to develop an exchange of data from the vendor server to State enterprise infrastructure. 
3. Develop a training manual and conduct training for Metro employees. 
4. Utilize the framework for other operational units, such as snow plows. 

In order to enhance State's financial effectiveness, this research project meets both a quick return-on-investment timeframe 
and creates efficiencies for Maintenance operators. This low cost technology creates smarter planning, monitoring, and 
reporting on of operations activities. This allows operators to become more efficient and have more time to spend on 
Maintenance activities that create better road conditions. Specifically, this project will: 

Reduce the risk of exposing field crews (such as the Adopt A Highway, Sentencing to Service programs, and 
Construction) to noxious weeds like wild parsnip, because the weeds can be eradicated 
Be a well-documented case study how using A VL in operations will enhance financial effectiveness. 
This project will create a data exchange framework for external A VL system data. 
This project will create transparency by tracking State's vehicle location information and will increase operator 
accountability. 

The benefits of A VL systems have been well documented in the literature. For example, Kansas completed a benefit-cost 
evaluation which predicts benefit-cost ratio's from 2.6 to 24 depending upon the aggressiveness of the implementation. This 
project will document State's benefit-cost ratio. Previous State research projects include: 
a. .The implementation of A VL systems in snow plows; and 
b. The purchase of an external server to test if data exchange is possible with A VL systems. 

Both projects were successful. This project will build on that research by developing a formal data exchange framework that 
can be used with both tractors and snow plows. 
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A VL will track mowers, thereby helping better manage the asset and resources. In regards to the permit system, monitoring 
mowers will keep the state in compliance with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit. In regards to 
B/C ratio, it will be documented using herbicide reduction versus project cost. Contractor will develop a synthesis report for 
technical and management practitioners after the project is complete. Contractor will complete a technical training, 
including technical standards. A VL systems will be implemented within the mowers for a new piece of equipment that will 
report on mowing locations and acres for a measuring system. This project will innovate operations by implementing A VL 
technology. Contractor will document research findings for decision makers. Processes will be improved and streamlined by 
automated reports and better tracking methods. 

PROJECT TASKS 

Task 1: Project Management 
This task includes project management and communication with State regarding project goals and progress. This includes 
ensuring project information is relayed to State and that deliverables are on time, as well as managing project meetings. This 
work will be performed concurrently with other project tasks. 

Task Assumptions: 
The scope and budget for this task were developed based on the following assumptions: 

Five face-to-face meetings will be required, in addition to e-mail and phone communication 
All meetings will be held at State's Metro facilities, either Metro Truck Stations or State's Water's Edge building 
Meeting dates are to be determined, with a project kick-off meeting taking place on or soon after January 31,2015 
One meeting will be an interview of State staff members to document business processes, which will be completed and 
documented by May 31,2015 
One meeting will be a project summary presentation and presentation of the final report to State, by September 30, 2015 
Two meetings will be held to obtain feedback from mowers will be at State's Truck Stations to provide Contractor with 
a chance to see the Automated Vehicle Location (A VL) system being used 

State's Task Responsibilities: 
Under this task, State will: 

Review and comment on Meeting Agendas and Minutes, as needed 
Arrange for the interviews of State staff 
Provide meeting space for project meetings 

Contractor's Deliverables: 
Under this task, Contractor will provide: 

Meeting agendas and minutes 
Schedule of work tasks 
Monthly invoices 

Subtasks: 
Under this task, Contractor will: 

Arrange, manage and conduct five face-to-face project team meetings with State, including the preparation of agendas 
and minutes 
Submit monthly invoices for payment to State. Invoices will show labor hours broken down by task and activity code 
and will include overhead and fixed fee, along with a breakdown of expenses incurred. 

Task 2: Training Guide Development 
This task includes the development of a training guide for A VL systems for use with State mowers to be used by State 
mechanics, supervisors, and mower operators. 

Task Assumptions: . 
The scope and budget for this task were developed based on the following assumptions: 

One review of the training guide will be required 
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State's Task Responsibilities: 
Under this task, State will: 
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Supply product information for the A VL units and installation guides from A VL system manufacturer 
Review and comment on the outline and the draft training guide 

Contractor's Deliverables: 
Under this task, Contractor will provide: 

Draft training guide outline 
Draft and final training guide, in electronic (.pdf) format, as well as five bound hard copies, if requested 

Subtasks: 
Under this task, Contractor will: 

Collect and review product information available for the A VL units and its in-board mapping software 
Formulate a detailed outline for the training guide and present it to State. Once comments from State are received, 
Contractor will finalize the outline. Contractor will then compose a draft training guide for the A VL units, based on the 
detailed outline. The training guide will include how to install A VL units, how to use the in-board mapping software 
and how to utilize the internal PC map and reports. Contractor will submit the guide to State for review. 
Address State's comments on the draft training guide and modify and finalize the training guide for State's approval, by 
April15, 2015. 

Task 3: Final Report 
This task includes docwnenting the project business process, gaining feedback from State's staff, capturing lessons learned, 
documenting and quantifying benefits associated with using A VL technology and developing a final report and presentation. 

Task Assumptions: 
The scope and budget for this task were developed based on the following assumptions: 

One review of the report will be required 

State's Task Responsibilities: 
Under this task, State will: 

Review and comment on the report outline and draft report, no later than 10 days after submittal from Contractor 

Contractor's Deliverables: 
Under this task, Contractor will provide: 

Report outline 
Draft and fmal training guide, in electronic (.pdf) format, as well as five bound hard copies, if requested 

Sub tasks: 
Under this task, Contractor will: 

Formulate a detailed outline for the reoprt and present it to State. Once comments from State are received, Contractor 
will fmalize the outline. Contractor will then compose a draft report, based on the detailed outline. The report will 
contain the following: abstract, background, project introduction, implementation method, project location, tasks, results 
including challenges and benefits), lessons learned, benefits associated with using technology, and conclusions. 
Contractor will submit the report to State for review. 
Address State's comments on the draft report and modify and finalize the report for State's approval, by September 30, 
2015 (unless deemed otherwise by State's Project Manager). Contractor will also prepare and submit to State a project 
summary presentation. 

PROJECT SCHEDULE 
Contractor will begin work on this project in February 2015, with all work completed by September 30,2015. 
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